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My dearest children and all friends at
Excel International school. Let me start by
sharing how much I loved being with all of
you. Every moment spent in my 20 years
with Al Ain Junior group of schools has
been a privilege. I will never forget the

times we spent in together in this
beautiful journey. It has been the

highlight of my life and I will miss it very
much. However as all good things must
come to an end one day , I take your

leave and wish you all the best of
happiness and health for the times ahead.
My best wishes for the success of Excel
International School and all its member.

 
 

Jose-KG1B

Sarah-KG2B

Laith-KG2A

Ms. Valentine George

APRIL-MAY 2023 — VOL 

Dear Ms. Valentine,
Thank you for your
relentless dedication

and innovative
teaching. We will

miss your jolly and
loving presence.

 
 Best wishes EIS



Ramadan Mubarak

Ayaan KG2A

My Kindness Jar The Kindness TreeRamadan Lantern

Aima-KG1A

Yazeed-KG1B

Roaa KG2B

 "Embrace the Spirit of Ramadan: A Journey of Reflection, Renewal, and Unity"
 "Nurturing Hearts, Empowering Minds: PSHE Activities!"

Nur-KG1B Eshaal-KG1A

OPEN HOUSE 
"Openhouse: A Showcase of Learning,

Collaboration, and Community Engagement!"



Earth Day

L-R; Aser, Lamees, Aryam, Laith and Ayaan 
Rebecca, Leen, Omar KG 2A students

Karren and Wateen-KG1A

Yosuf, Besan, Devanshi, Sarswati and Gabriella KG1B

Theon and Eshaal KG1A

Kindergarten celebrated Earth Day with fun activities:
recycling crafts, nature walks, and learning about the

importance of our planet!

Creating an Earth Day craft and painting with earbuds not only enhances fine motor skills but also helps us learn about

nature's shades and colors.

L-R; Eunice, Yosuf, Baraa, Aydin, Sadiq,, Yassin, Yamin,
Andrea, Kyros, Mohammed Osama, Sarah, Roaa, Aya

and Sanar.



Scintilla: A Ray Of Hope,
Magic and Dreams!

The Annual Day, "Scintilla: A Ray of Hopes, Magic, and Dreams," was a magnificent event
where every student from KG to Grade 7 participated. It was truly a remarkable and

awe-inspiring event. Congratulations EIS!

L-R: Monsour, Samuel, Jose, Magizhan, Yazeed, Yosuf, Eyad, Luthando, Theon, Pujana, Omar

Gabby, Devanshi, Nur, Aima, 

"Scintilla: A Journey of Hopes, Dreams, and Magic Begins!" - Welcome song... We gather to tell you....

Anaaya, Sarswati, Karen



"From Little Learners to Big Discoverers: 
KG's Moving Up - Stepping into the Next Chapter!"

 The Kindergarten
Graduation stole the
spotlight during the
Annual Day, with

each child expressing
their excitement and
reflecting on their

journey.
Congratulations to
all the graduates

Our Graduates are ready  to ROCK!

 Aser Ashraf KG2A

"Rocking Graduates, blazing a trail towards

success and endless possibilities!"

I'm on my way...My brain is a little bit stronger, My hair is a little bit longer, My
teacher's a little bit prouder, My heart beats a little bit louder. Look at all, the friends

I've made, These memories will never fade....



I'm on my way...

Omar Alaa KG2A Yosuf Amjed KG2B Rabecca KG2A

Roaa KG2B Eunice KG2B Aser KG2A

Nishka KG2A Kyros  KG2B Roween KG2A



Community Helpers

We soldiers stand united,
protecting our country with

unwavering dedication, courage and
softness 

I'm a nurse, I collaborate with
doctors and compassionately care

for patients- Besan KG1B

I'm a firefighter, I bravely extinguish
flames, and in times of fire, dial 997 to
summon my expertise and assistance. -

Neil Issac KG1A

I'm a baker, I create and bake
delightful breads for all - Magizhan

KG1Ag

"I'm a pilot, navigating the skies and
transporting people to their destinations

safely." - Gabby KG1B

 Samuel-KG1B:With the winds as my guide,
I sail the seas, committed to my duty as
a sailor and the protection of maritime

waters.

I'm a doctor, I'm here to help. Visit me
when sick - Maria KG1A

Community Helpers pretend play

teaches real-life skills, promotes

empathy, problem-solving, and a

deeper understanding of different

occupations. Engaging and fun!

Community Helpers pretend play

teaches real-life skills, promotes

empathy, problem-solving, and a

deeper understanding of different

occupations. Engaging and fun!



Car Wash

See us scrub, little hands at work, learning through play at the
car wash, developing skills and responsibility.

Our amazing Headteacher is teaching
us about the importance of car wash  

Let's clean the car and impress everyone with our efforts!

Let's wipe the water and
make the car shine more. 

Let me clean the bonnet... 

Car wash fun with teachers - Ms.

Mary, Ms. Vinodini and Ms. Kim!

 

An Exciting adventure awaits the KG students as
they embark on a fantastic journey into the

wonderful world of automobiles.! 



'Under the Sea' themed play is filled with fun,
hands-on activities,  creative, and educational play.

Discovery Forest 

Mansour and Gabriella writing CVC words on a

flower

Nur and Samuel of KG1B writing --et words on a rocket

 

 

 

KG2B Students making beautiful Butterfly collage

KG1A Students using letters to form -en words Ayoub and Karen of KG1A using paper to make a jet

KG2A Students learning about

food groups

welcome back to school craft by Pujana and

Theon

Lamees of KG2A

Yazeed and Sarswati 

 reading CVC words

Leen of KG2A

Eyad and Wateen - Identifying
shapes and number of windows of

our school bus.

KG2A   Learning about 'Money and

Measurement'!

 

 

 

 

Laith of KG2A

Omar of KG2Areading blend sound

words

Your paragraph textYour paragraph text

Yazeed and Yusuf - counting the
number of tyres in the bus.

 

 

 

 

 

Class Activities

Learning all about School Transport! 

Aryam Abusell showcasing

her measurement skills.

KG2A

'Mohammed Osama - How can I help

you Ma'am?

 

 

 

 

 

Yosuf Amjed - Cashier checking the

currency note!

 

Our Head Teacher buying bread from the

Bread Market!



"Unlocking the Power of Phonics: Phonics
Screening Check Workshop for Parents!"

The Phonics Screening
check workshop for

parents played a vital
role in helping them

understand the
significance of this

benchmark assessment,
highlighting its

importance in evaluating
reading skills. Glimpses of

the same...

Ms. Kim explained Phase 1-3.

Ms. Vinodini spoke about Phase 4-5.

Ms. Jeany - Yey! We made thedigraph words.

 Ms. Shamida(HOD English)
welcoming parents.

 

Ms. Cristina talking about
Phase 6-7

Hands-on activities for
Parents...

Me too! Ms. Saleeha

Engrossed Parents!



EIS kindergartners were thrilled to write birthday messages for 'Sultan Al

Neyadi,' our space hero! They were excited to celebrate and express their

admiration for him. Snippets of the same!

EIS budding Artists...

 Happy Birthday, Space Hero -
                                       Sultan Al Neyadi!

Look at our young artists creating amazing
artwork! They're busy and focused, using their

imaginations to make beautiful things.

Welcome to my

'Kindness Nation'

Yosuf-KG2B

I love my Family!

Gabriella-KG1B

Checkout my smiling my Crab..

Devanshi- KG1A
 I'm good at colouring isn't it?

Luthando -KG1A

Checkout my Aqua slide

Aser- KG2A

I'm  busy colouring my lamp!

Wateen- KG1A

Checkout my Butterfly

collage -

Aya- KG2B

L-R:Yosuf, Gabby, Karen, Samuel



Get married

We improved in all subjects, shining brightly for all to see! 

We behave well, showing respect and
manners that excel! 

Rewards
"Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire." - William Butler Yeats

 
During Students Appreciation Week, we ignited the flames of achievement by honouring our
Math Wizards, Super Spellers, Excellence Awards recipients, Improved students, Kids A-Z

Reading stars, and those excelling in behaviour, dressing, and art and craft. It was a
remarkable time of celebration and recognition for our exceptional students!

Yippee! We are the SUPER SPELLERS, spelling our way to success

We're Math Wizards, crunching numbers with
finesse! 

We're Art and Craft stars, unleashing
creativity and ringing the bell!

We soared to the top in RAZ Kids A-Z, scoring highest points with glee! 

"Penmanship perfected, the award for
best handwriting bestowed!"



Class Prefects

Star Students

Grizzly Bear
Grizzly Bear  

t

We shine as the Star of

the Month, our creativity

knows no bounds! Neil

Isaac- KG1A

We're the

Champions of

Imagination,

turning dreams

into reality! 

Laith KG2A

We're the Brightest

Sparks, igniting knowledge

and curiosity! We're the

Master Builders,

constructing success one

block at a time!

Jose Nicholas - KG1B

We shine as the Star

of the Month, our

creativity knows no

bounds!

Yamin KG2B


